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Implementing Lean Principles 




What is Lean? 
Continuous Improvement 
Respect for People 
Lean views a crisis as a lever for change. 
Presenting our crisis: 
The Hunt Library, 
opening January 2, 2013 
Our task: 
  Figure out how to operate two main libraries-- 




A sampler of four Lean-infused projects 
Circulation Desk Redesign 
ELA* form, R.I.P. 
Whiteboard  Information Center 
Exit Desk into Entrance Desk 
*Equipment Loan Agreement 
Redesigning the Circulation Desk 
•  Item retrieval map 
•  Tech device map 
•  Drop and go express return 
•  Improve flexible desk response 
Pre-reconfiguration Desk 
Retrieval Before Reconfiguration 
Retrieval After Reconfiguration 
Post-reconfiguration Desk 






•Average time saved per station: 6.36    
seconds 
•Time saved per 100 transactions: 10.61 
minutes 
•Average number of transactions per day: 
1549 
•Time saved per day: 164 minutes (2 hours 
and 44 minutes) 

From four workstations 
to three. Lines formed… 
Kaizen Event 
•  Kaizen: 
•  A 3-5 day burst of activity to resolve a 
specific problem. 
•  The problem: 
• Sacrificed a workstation for the express 
return area. 
•  Needed to improve ability of desk to 
handle spikes in traffic. 
•  Patron line should never extend 
beyond the electrical plate… 
The electrical plate, 
our line in the carpet. 
Gemba: the real place 
And let patrons see what tech 
devices are available. 
A sampler of four Lean-infused projects 
Circulation Desk Redesign 
ELA* form, R.I.P. 
Whiteboard  Information Center 
Exit Desk into Entrance Desk 








•  The data:  
•  Hours devoted to the ELA 
form in 2011: 470, or 9 per 
week. 
•  Fine petitions affected by 
ELA forms in 2011: 0. 
•  The result: 
•  R.I.P., ELA form!  
Whiteboard Information Center 
Visual Management 
The Big Board 
Who’s done what 
and when. 
•  Measures 
•  Announcements 
•  Who’s not here? 
•  Improvement Ideas 
•  Schedules 
 
A sampler of four Lean-infused projects 
Circulation Desk Redesign 
ELA* form, R.I.P. 
Whiteboard  Information Center 
Exit Desk into Entrance Desk 
*Equipment Loan Agreement 
From Exit Desk… 
…to Entrance Desk. 
Patron self-service kiosk 
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